
HOSPITAL BED
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED
Modern, pantograph construction

 
Modern, pantograph construction
Three-piece, metal side rails, folded along the mattress platform
Easily and quickly detachable bed ends
4 bumpers protecting from damage while moving
Wide range of mattress platform height regulation: min 32cm – max. 79cm
Equipped with slots providing lifting pole and transfusion pole assembly
Wide range of colorsi
Max. working load: 215kg
Guarantee: 2 years

Key features:



HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
While designing Leo MED we paid careful attention to bed 
height adjustment. Lowest position - 32cm provides 
comfortable usage of bed and also reduces risk of falling. 
Maximum height - 79cm -remarkably ease care of lying 
patients for medical sta�.

Basic dimensions:

Overall width x lenght                               106 x 215cm               

Mattress platrofm width x lenght             90 x 200 cm               

FINISHING
Wide range of colors for bed ends.

CASTORS
Standard: metal castors, with various diameter and individual brake.
Optional: plastic castors with various diameter. For 50mm we provide possibility to order 
hidden castors. Mobility of the bed is increased by additional options, like axial or central 
brake. 

CPR SYSTEM
We provide beds with CPR system - as additional function.

BACKUP POWER
Back-up transformer for emergency power supply is additional equipment.

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Lifting pole, transfusion pole and reading lamp

SIDE RAILS 
Side rails construction is based on three pro�les. Folding is 
done with button located in the upper part of the side rail. 
Rounded shape of side rails elements together with covered 
bolting joints increase comfort and safety of use. 

BED ENDS
Standard: made of disinfection and damage proof CDF Swiss board
Optional: made of platic
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Adjust design to individual needs

REMOTE CONTROL
Its ergonomic shape provides comfortable one-hand usage 
and fast access to all bed functions. It is also possible to 
block individual functions.
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